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WHITEFOX DRONE DEFENSE HAS SELECTED TRACE WORLDWIDE CORP AS A VALUE-ADDED RESELLER PARTNER

Drone (UAS) and particularly the sUAS (.5 lbs. to 55 lbs.) technology has advanced at a breakneck pace over the last decade. And as the technology continues to increase in capability while reducing in cost, the expanse of both the professional and the recreational operator is accelerating at the same speed. As the technology proliferates, so has a distinct subset of operator behavior: the conscientious, the clueless, the careless and the criminal. WHITEFOX designs and provides technology that is deliberate, proactive and provides security against the actions of the clueless, the careless and the criminal without harassing the conscientious.

Sound interesting? Are you considering a Counter UAS program? Or just curious to learn more about the WHITEFOX Drone Defense Technology? Visit TRACE, during the HELI-EXPO show and lets us learn more about the sensitive airspace you are trying to protect and educate you on the options available today. We can assist you in designing a program that will allow you to detect and identify a potential drone threat or detect, identify and mitigate a drone invasion. Find us at booth B4615.

TRACE WORLDWIDE CORP, located in Palos Verdes Estates, CA, was created in 1987 to link manufacturing and service clients to global aviation markets through a net-work of engineers, sales and business professionals. We offer international and domestic representation, project management and technical services for: aircraft mission equipment; ground support equipment; aircraft interiors; sUAS maintenance and sUAS threat defense.

WHITEFOX DRONE DEFENSE TECHNOLOGIES is headquartered in San Luis Obispo CA and is a global leader in Drone Airspace Security. Pioneering the safe integration of drones into society. WHITEFOX products securely manage drones in sensitive airspace worldwide.